
CHAPTER 1

Introduction

1.1 Requiem for the Smoke-Filled Rooms

After Donald Trump won the presidency, Democratic candidates began out-performing

expectations in many special and o↵-cycle elections. In Kansas’s 4th, Montana’s At-Large,

and Georgia’s 6th, Democrats came within striking distance in congressional districts that

had long been impregnable Republican strongholds. Democrats won the governors’ man-

sions and numerous state legislative seats in New Jersey and Virginia – coming within one

seat of taking back control in Virginia’s House of Delegates. Most dramatically, Democrat

Doug Jones won an open special election for the Senate in Alabama – a state that hadn’t

elected a Democrat to the Senate in 25 years. As a result of these bullish performances,

Democrats no longer felt that retaking the House of Representatives in the 2018 midterms

was inconceivable. Once safe Republican seats were increasingly seen as Democratic targets,

including Representative John Culberson’s (R-TX) 7th district.

Despite being reelected in 2016 with a comfortable 56% of the vote, Culberson’s previ-

ously safe district voted for Hillary Clinton 49-47 over Donald Trump. Democrats nationally

believed that his district was a prime pick-up opportunity, and so did the seven Democratic

candidates that filed to run in the primary. As The Houston Chronicle (2018) described,

“[e]ach one of the seven candidates running in this Democratic primary brings
something impressive to the race. Jason Westin, 40, is a cancer researcher steeped
in the details of health care policy. Lizzie Pannill Fletcher, 42, is a Phi Beta
Kappa graduate who edited the William and Mary Law Review before becoming
the first woman partner in a prominent local law firm. Alex Triantaphyllis, 33,
is an eloquent young executive at a major non-profit who’s attracted widespread
support among the party faithful. Laura Moser, 40, is a lively progressive activist
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who launched a national anti-Trump action movement. Ivan Sanchez, 30, is a
young and energetic former congressional sta↵er who hopes his candidacy will
inspire Hispanic voters. Joshua Butler, 32, is an administrator at the UT Health
Science Center who talks about party unity with striking grace and eloquence.
James Cargas, 51, an assistant city attorney specializing in energy issues, has
invested years of sweat equity by running for this position in three previous
election years.”

Some observers worried that this diverse and divided pool of candidates would allow for

a nominee too ideologically extreme to win the competitive general election. To the surprise

of many, the Democratic Congressional Campaign Committee (DCCC) decided to take a

controversial stand against one of the primary candidates, Laura Moser, to help nominate a

candidate they felt more electable in November. The DCCC published a document online

containing its opposition research against Moser. They posted a section from an op-ed in

which Moser had parenthetically noted she’d “sooner have my teeth pulled out without

anesthesia” than live in Paris, Texas. They claimed she was a carpetbagger, who was still

“receiving the DC homestead exemption on her property,” who only moved to the district to

run for Congress. They criticized campaign expenditures made to her husband’s consulting

firm (DCCC 2018). In a press conference, DCCC communications director Meredith Kelly

responded that they “are working every day at the DCCC to win the 24 seats that we need

to take back the House, and we believe that voters who have been organizing for more than

a year to hold their Republican representative accountable, they deserve to have a fighting

chance in November” (Bownam 2018).

Moser did not take these attacks sitting down: “We’re used to tough talk here in Texas,

but it’s disappointing to hear it from Washington operatives trying to tell Texans what to

do. These kind of tactics are why people hate politics. The days where party bosses picked

the candidates in their smoke filled rooms are over. DC needs to let Houston vote.” And

unfortunately for the DCCC, nor did her progressive supporters, such Jim Hightower, a

boardmember of Our Revolution, the progressive network formed from supporters of Bernie

Sander’s presidential campaign: “The DCCC’s ridiculous attacks on Laura Moser are why

Democrats nationally have lost over 1,100 seats. Laura is a rising progressive advocate

that the workaday people of Texas desperately need” (Nilsen 2018a). Their de-facto leader,
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Senator Bernie Sanders (I-VT), agreed, declaring it “outrageous” that the DCCC would

get involved before the primary: “I’m especially distressed that the DCCC tried to do

negative attacks against a very respectable and intelligent candidate who is running a serious

campaign. That’s just not acceptable. I suspect that it backfired on them, and I hope they

don’t do it again” (Svitek 2018). In the four days following the DCCC’s attack, Moser raised

$90,000 in online donations, suggesting some truth in Sanders’ admonition (Hagen 2018a).

Moreover, Jason Westin’s internal polling had him in a close second to Fletcher prior to the

DCCC’s attack, but he quickly lost ground to Moser in the aftermath (Mervis 2018). But

in response to this criticism, the DCCC only doubled down: “Unfortunately, Laura Moser’s

outright disgust for life in Texas disqualifies her as a general election candidate, and would

rob voters of their opportunity to flip Texas’ 7th in November” (Livingston 2018a).

The DCCC was not the only major group taking sides in the crowded seven-candidate

Democratic primary. EMILY’s List, one of the largest Democratic-leaning interest groups,

also sided against Moser, endorsing Lizzie Pannill Fletcher and providing “funding for eight

rounds of mailers as well as digital ads” supporting her in the primary (Grim 2018), to

the tune of nearly $250,000 (FEC 2018a). Fletcher also had the support of Sherry Merfish,

a major donor to the Democratic Party who bundled over $100,000 for the 2016 Clinton

campaign (OpenSecrets 2018a), and who formerly worked for EMILY’s List.

Organized labor, on the other hand, came out strongly against Fletcher because of her

law firm’s history in anti-labor litigation. Most notably the AFL-CIO of Texas “voted to

anti-endorse Fletcher, meaning members were urged to vote for anyone but her” (Jilani and

Grim 2018). Joe Dinkin, a spokesperson for the Working Families Party, criticized “Lizzie

Fletcher’s law firm, and Lizzie herself as a partner,” because they “profited from the pain

and loss of immigrant women janitors” (ibid.). The Working Families Party spent $30,000

in independent expenditures against Fletcher in the primary’s first round (FEC 2018a).

Jason Westin, an oncologist and cancer researcher, had support from numerous orga-

nizations and individuals a�liated with the medical community. He was endorsed by the

American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists, the American Society for Radiation

Oncology, the American College of Radiology, and the American Association of Clinical
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Endocrinologists (Westin for Congress 2018). He also had the support of 314 Action, an or-

ganization focused on electing doctors and scientists to elected o�ce. In addition to financial

support, 314 Action o↵ers campaign training boot camps and actively recruits candidates

from STEM fields. Their executive director, Joshua Morrow, explained that their “goal is

not to get through 2018 and that’s it, but to eventually be an EMILY’s List for scientists”

(Pathé 2017). All of these organizations also made financial contributions to his campaign.

And of his itemized financial contributions, Westin raised over $235,000 from individuals

listing medical occupations (FEC 2018b). His medical credentials were featured prominently

in his campaign. His website header and campaign yard signs featured “Jason Westin, MD

for Congress.”

The local political establishment largely coalesced behind Alex Triantaphyllis, co-founder

of a mentoring nonprofit for refugees in Houston, who at 33 was the youngest candidate in

the race. He was considered the early frontrunner and was able to raise a staggering amount

of money – over $1,000,000 with very less than $10,000 coming from PAC contributions

(Schneider 2017a; 2017b). He had the support of many of the local Houston politicians,

including endorsements from members of the Houston city council and trustees from the city

Board of Education (Nilsen 2018a). He also had the endorsement and financial backing of

Michael Skelly, a clean energy company CEO (and former Democratic candidate in the 7th

district). In addition to his own contribution, multiple individuals from his company, Clean

Line Energy, and his wife made contributions to his campaign as well.

In Texas, if no candidate wins a majority in the primary, the top two candidates then

compete in a run-o↵. Both Fletcher and Moser qualified for the run-o↵, setting the Democrats

on a path to re-fight the party wars of the 2016 presidential primary between Hillary Clinton

and Bernie Sanders, with EMILY’s List and the party establishment on one side, progressive

activists and organized labor on the other. Moser herself lamented that there was “a lot

of re-litigating of the 2016 campaign” and that attacks on her may have been connected

to her previous support of Sanders’ campaign (Guttenplan 2018). Given the vitriol of that

campaign and the abundance of op-eds criticizing the Democrat’s “gift for self-immolation”

(Swartz 2018) and ability to “snatch defeat from the jaws of victory” (Nichols 2018), we could
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forgive the DCCC any mourning over the loss of smoke-filled rooms and party conventions

of the past.

From 30,000 feet, this race seems a prime example of political parties in decline. Moser’s

case seems a textbook example of the candidate-centered primary where “few congressional

candidates find opposition from the local party leaders to be a significant handicap; neither

is their support very helpful” (Jacobson 2009). The Houston Chronicle described each can-

didate based on their own qualities and ambitions with little mention of party o�cials and

interest group leaders. Moser claimed that the party’s opposition was actually helping her

campaign (Dugyala 2018) and her advancement to the runo↵ was not in spite of, but because

of backlash to the party’s e↵orts. The crowded, chaotic field of candidates would appear as

a party unable to coordinate.

Figure 1.1: Campaign Contributions to Elizabeth Fletcher and Laura Moser
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Note: The daily totals from itemized fundraising for the two candidates are presented above.
The dashed line is a linear projection of fundraising expectations based on the rate of
fundraising prior to the DCCC’s attack on Moser on Feb. 23, 2018. The grey shaded
area is the period of time between the attack and the primary.

But if we look a little closer, it’s clear that Moser’s success was not driven solely by
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her ambitions and talents, but relied heavily on the support of a powerful coalition of actors

within the Democratic party. Yes, her campaign faced opposition from the formal party or-

ganization through its fundraising arm, the DCCC, and a prominent national interest group,

EMILY’s List, but she was simultaneously supported by prominent national politicians like

Bernie Sanders, a grassroots network of party activists, like Our Revolution, and a series

of local interest groups, such as the Working Families Party and the Texas AFL-CIO – all

groups firmly within the extended Democratic Party network. And that support was not

inevitable. Figure 1.1 provides the daily fundraising totals for Fletcher and Moser during

the run-up to the primary. In the aftermath of the DCCC’s attack, Moser witnessed a sig-

nificant increase in fundraising that her opponent lacked. This support had to be mobilized

(or perhaps counter-mobilized in this case) in support of their candidate.

This mobilization, however, was short-lived. Months “after the DCCC derided her as a

D.C. carpetbagger and furious activists leaped to her defense ahead of Texas primary,” the

negativity and conflict largely dissipated with both Fletcher and Moser focused on Culberson.

Moreover, the “gush of online money” from Sanders’ network never materialized into a long-

term financial benefit for Moser, who entered the final week of the runo↵ with four times less

cash on hand than Fletcher (Schneider 2018). On election day, the DCCC’s and EMILY’s

List’s investements paid o↵. Fletcher bested Moser by over a 2 to 1 margin on the May

22nd runo↵ (Livingston 2018b). Moser’s concession fit with the new-found congeniality of

the runo↵: “The key objective here is to beat John Culberson. If this night turns out like

it looks like it’s going to turn out, I encourage everyone to support Lizzie Fletcher” (Hagen

2018b). In the end, the national Democratic Party network got their candidate.

***

This dissertation is about political parties and their attempts to control the nomination

of candidates in primary elections. It is about how networks of activists, interest groups,

elected o�cials, and party operatives – the constellation of actors constituting the modern

extended party – coordinate resources behind their chosen candidates to the benefit of those

campaigns. It is about these organized networks of partisan actors that “own the party”
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and “make nominations” (Schattschnieder 1942, p. 64). It is an attempt to show that these

di↵use coalitions of political actors have not lost their influence over nominations to the

talents and ambitions of individual candidates. It is, in sum, and attempt to show that

in congressional primaries, the behavior of organized groups holds significant influence over

who wins the nomination.

1.2 Overview

Toward that aim, this dissertation is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, I outline a

theory of political parties that encompasses the network of party actors at work in party

primaries and justify why these actors would be so motivated to compete in primaries.

This work relies heavily on the theoretical contributions of previous work viewing parties as

extended networks (Bawn et al. 2012; Cohen et al. 2008; Koger, Noel, and Masket 2009;

2010; Desmarais, La Raja, and Kowal 2015; Schwartz 1990; among others). I extend this

conception of a party network both theoretically and methodologically. Theoretically, I push

back on the assumption of network cooperation and suggest that under many circumstances

actors within the extended party network have every incentive to compete among themselves.

Methodologically, I expand the universe of potential network members to include a greater

variety of actors with a greater variety of resources available to influence nomination contests.

Consider just the array of actors involved in the Texas’s 7th primary. The DCCC

attempted to pressure Moser out of the race. EMILY’s List endorsed and ran independent

advertisements for Fletcher, while Sherry Merfish, a major Democratic bundler, helped her

raise money. Our Revolution and Bernie Sander’s national network worked with the Texas

AFL-CIO and the Working Families Party to support Moser’s campaign. In one race, the

national party, local and national interest groups, elected o�cials, grassroots activists, and

major campaign donors – all prominent players in an extended party network – marshaled

resources and competed on behalf of their preferred nominee. While Moser may not have been

the preferred candidate of the party’s central player, her advancement to the runo↵ is not a

sign of party atrophy, but a sign of changes in factional strength within the Democratic Party.
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Any definition of party that ignores the diversity of potential players and their willingness to

compete among themselves in these primaries misses critical sources of power and influence.

In Chapter 3, I provide an overview of the di↵erent types networks observed in the field

during the 2014 primary election season. I provide detailed case studies of these types of

party networks in action, both summarizing the general dynamics of the nomination contest

while highlighting the resources marshaled by these networks on behalf of their preferred

candidates. These case studies provide qualitative evidence that networks of party actors

were in fact wielding tremendous influence in party nominations and that they did so by

providing campaigns with benefits rarely available to candidates without network support.

The data for this chapter comes primarily from interviews with local journalists, party

o�cials, activists, political consultants, interest groups, major donors, candidates, campaign

sta↵ers, local academics, and even the occasional primary voter – a snowball sample not

inaccurately described as anyone and everyone who would talk to us – conducted as part of

the larger Parties on the Ground project at UCLA. Data from these interviews are combined

with journalistic accounts, political histories of the region, campaign finance disclosures, and

eventual primary and convention vote outcomes to describe a holistic account of the political

systems in which each contest takes place.

Chapter 4 begins by summarizing and expanding on the resources these networks have

available to them in party primaries. Gathering evidence of party network support, however,

is impractical for a large number of races. Many of the resources are simply di�cult to

track, like endorsements, where no centralized record source is available, and the universe

of potential endorsers is unknown beforehand (not to mention interest groups propensity to

scrub their support for candidates who lose elections). Other resources, like elite attempts to

clear the field or pressure candidates out of the race, are usually purposefully kept out of the

public eye. Therefore, I propose a novel measure to determine the degree of group support

derived from the network of campaign contributors supporting a particular candidate. The

strict, standardized reporting requirements in combination with the importance of financial

support among networks of all types allow for a measure that transcends the particularities

of individual races, and allows us to speak to the impact of organized party network support
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in a more systematic fashion.

To construct the existing network density (END) score for a particular candidate, I

compile a list of every donor who made a contribution to that candidate during the primary

(t1). For each donor in this list, I then find every donation they made in the previous election

cycle (t0). I limit these contributions to those made in the primary to all non-presidential

federal campaigns. I next construct a network where these donors are connected to each other

if they donated to the same candidate in this prior primary cycle (t0). Finally, I calculate

that network’s density – the ratio of the ties within the network to the number of possible

ties for a network of that size. I focus on the behavior of donors in the election cycle prior in

order to establish that these donors are not simply re-election coalitions pulled together in a

particular election by a particular candidate. Candidates who score higher on this measure

are those whose supporters are frequently coordinated in their party’s primary. Those who

score low on this measure do not have the support of a consistently activated network of

contributors. By demonstrating that these donors have consistent patterns of giving over

time, I can show that these networks are organized and durable – signaling group support.

In Chapter 5, I use this new measure to account for variation in candidates’ likelihoods

of dropping out of a primary contest. Given how important the field of candidates in a

primary is in determining the eventual winner, the party network’s ability to shape the

field is one of it’s most influential, if di�cult to observe, resources. I find that candidates

with denser networks of support – those candidates with the support of more donors who

frequently work together in their party’s primary – are on average more likely to drop-out

of the race. In other words, all else equal, candidates more connected to elements of the

party network are more likely to capitulate to field clearing e↵orts. Given how central these

networks are in facilitating an individual’s political career, it makes sense that candidates

with the support of factions within the extended party network would be most likely to

respond to field clearing pressures of the party at-large. More generally, this finding suggests

that party actors influence the political prospects of primary candidates long before voters

head to the polls by shaping the pool of candidates from which they will be able to choose.

The finding that candidates with higher END scores are more likely to drop out may
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seem at odds with this dissertation’s overall argument that network support is a political ad-

vantage to individuals seeking their party’s nomination. But as I will demonstrate, dropping

out is not always a disadvantage for ambitious candidate with the support of an organized

groups. Individuals able to maintain relationships with these networks and who acquiesce

to the pressures not to run for Congress are often rewarded with support in pursuit of other

o�ces or future congressional runs. For example, in Pennsylvania’s 13th district, speculation

was that Jon Saidel dropped out to have union’s support for his mayoral bid the following

year (see Otterbein 2015). And in Arizona, the UFCW explicitly compelled a candidate

to drop out in exchange for support seeking a county supervisor position (Ocampo 2017).

Increasing the likelihood of dropping out may appear a “disadvantage” for candidates with

networked support, but in reality this often signals the maintenance of a mutually beneficial

relationship between a group and their would-be agent.

I next turn to the nomination contest itself. Chapter 6 presents estimates of the e↵ect of

a candidate’s END score has on their likelihood of winning consequential open-seat primaries

to the House of Representatives between 1982 and 2014. I find that those candidates with

the support of organized portions of the party network are significantly more likely to win

their primary contest. Importantly, these e↵ects remain over time and across party after

controlling for traditional measures of candidate success, such as fundraising and candidate

quality. To address some concerns of endogeneity, I perform a series of Granger causality

tests to suggest that network support is driving electoral prospects, and not the other way

around. In sum, I argue that party networks, broadly defined, are still powerful forces in

choosing the party’s nominees for Congress. They often (although not always) lack the

formal power to select the nominee, but they do have access to scarce campaign resources

that can significantly impact the outcome of a particular primary.

Lastly, in Chapter 7, I discuss the implications of a nominating system dominated by

intense policy-demanding groups. As both a conclusion and jumping-o↵ point for future

work, I discuss what e↵ects a group-centered nominations could have on polarization and

representation more broadly.
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